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ABSTRACT-

Next generation broadcast
network concentrates on IPTV (Internet
Protocol TeleVision). The main hurdle in IPTV
is streaming of audio and video signals. A
number of commercial systems are built to study
and analyze the behaviour of live streaming of
audio and video signals. Peer to Peer
multiplexing (P2P) provides a good solution for
this problem. In this paper a variation of P2P
multiplexing is proposed which is called as
receiver based P2P multiplexing. To analyze the
performance of the proposed multiplexing
techniques the very famous European network
“Zatto” is considered. This paper also describes
the network architecture of Zatto and uses the
data collected from the provider to evaluate the
performance of the proposed variation in P2P
multiplexing. In this article, we describe the
network architecture of Zattoo, one of the
largest suppliers of live streaming production in
Europe at the time of writing, and present a
study of large-scale measurement of Zattoo
using data collected by the provider. Peer Division Multiplexing to minimize the time a
stream processing package, Zattoo protocol sets
up a virtual circuit with multiple outputs each
pair of fans . Peer joins a TV channel, it
establishes a peer- division multiplexing (PDM)
system among a set of neighboring peers,
building a virtual circuit to each of the
neighboring peers. We represent a pair as a
packet buffer, called the MDC, powered by
incoming substream of the PDM constructed as
described in local media player if one is
running. As the packets of each sub - streams
arrive at the peer, they are stored in the MDC
for reassembly to reconstruct the full stream.
Portions of streams which have been
reconstructed are then read to the user. In
addition to providing a winding area, the MDC

also allows an even absorb some variability in
the available network bandwidth and network
delay.
1. INTRUDUCTION
Current generation broadcast network
for TV is DTH which will be slowly replaced by
the next generation Internet Protocol Television
(IPTV) network. There is an emerging market
for IPTV. Numerous commercial systems now
offer services over the Internet that is similar to
traditional over-the-air, cable, or satellite TV.
Live television, time-shifted programming, and
content-on-demand are all presently available
over the Internet. Increased broadband speed,
growth of broadband subscription base, and
improved video compression technologies have
contributed to the emergence of these IPTV
services [1][6]. IPTV systems deliver video and
audio channels to viewing devices by switching
a single channel to multiple sources. IP
Television networks are primarily constructed of
computer servers, gateways, access connections
and end user display devices. Servers control the
overall system access and processing of channel
connection requests and gateways convert the IP
television network data to signals that can be
used by television media viewers. Content
aggregation is the process of combining multiple
content sources for distribution through other
communication channels. A head end is part of a
television system that selects and processes
video signals for distribution into a television
distribution network. The core network is the
central network portion of a communication
system. The core network primarily provides
interconnection and transfer between edge
networks. An access network is a portion of a
communication network (such as the public
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switched telephone network) that allows
individual subscribers or devices to connect to
the core network. A premises distribution
network (PDN) consists of the equipment and
software that are used to transfer data and other
media in a customer's facility or home. A
viewing device is a combination of hardware
and software that can convert media such as
video, audio or images into a form that can be
experienced by humans. The network archicture
of IPTV is shown in Fig1.

Fig. 1 Architecture of IPTV

Peer to peer multiplexing is primarily utilized
for streaming live video and audio. User
distinguish Peer -to-peer live streaming systems
have been initiated in recent years. The
performance of these popular systems has been
widely studied in several measurement papers .
Because of the proprietary nature of these
commercial systems, though, these studies have
to rely on a "black box", where packet traces are
collected from a single or a limited number of
measurement points , to infer various properties
of traffic on the control and data planes . Even
though these studies are useful to compare
different systems from the perspective of the end
user, it is difficult to intuitively understand the
observed without fully reverse-engineering
properties of the underlying systems.
Many commercial systems now offer services on
the Internet is similar to a cable or satellite
traditional over-the- air satellite. Live TV, a
time-shifted programming content and the
application are currently available over the
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internet. Raised broadband speed increase in
subscription base and improved video
compression technologies have contributed to
the emergence of IPTV services.
We differentiate three uses (P2P) peer-to-peer:
file download delay tolerance from archival
documents,
delay
sensitive
progressive
download (or continuous) of archival
documents, and real-time streaming Direct. In
the first case, the completion of downloading is
resilient, depending on the bandwidth available
in the P2P network. Application buffer receives
data as it informs the user played upon
completion of the download. The user can then
start playing the file to display in the case of a
video file. Bittorrent and these variations are
delay tolerant systems downloading files.
In the second case, the video playback
starts as soon as the application evaluates it has
sufficient data in buffered that, given the
estimated download rate and speed of reading, it
will not reduce the buffer before end of file. If
this assessment is wrong, the application will
either stop playing and rebuffer, or slow down
playback. While users would start reading
immediately possible, the application has a
certain degree of freedom in negotiating the
beginning of time playing against the estimated
network capacity. Most video on demand
systems are examples of the application of
progressive download delay.
Third case, real-time live broadcast provided
more stringent delay. While progressive
download can tolerate initial buffer of a few tens
of seconds or even minutes, live streaming
generally can not bear more than a few seconds
to buffer. Considering the delay introduced by
the acquisition and signal encoding and network
transmission and propagation system live
broadcast may have only a few seconds of buffer
time from beginning to end and still be
considered "live." Live streaming peer-to-peer
Zattoo system was free use service more than 3
million registered users in eight European
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countries at the time of the study, with a
maximum of more than 60,000 concurrent users
on a single channel. The system provides live
streams using a scheme of the function of the
receiver peer division multiplexing.

A retransmission request comprises a mask pack
R - bits, each bit representing a packet and the
packet sequence number corresponding to the
first bit. Marked bits in the mask indicates that
packets matching packets must be retransmitted.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM

4. MODULES

In media streaming, the Internet’s intrinsic
heterogeneity continues a challenging problem.
End users may have different edge bandwidth
for data receiving or forwarding, especially in
large-scale streaming with hundreds of
thousands of users.

4.1. PEER DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

Description coding rates have straightforward
impact to the delivery performance. If a
description has a high coding rate, some network
paths may not have enough bandwidth to
support its delivery.

To minimize the time a stream processing perpacket, Zattoo protocol sets up a virtual circuit
with multiple outputs fan at each peer. When a
peer joins a TV channel, it establish
multiplexing peer-division (PDM) system
among a set of neighboring peers, building a
virtual circuit to each of the neighboring peers.
Baring starting or performance degradation of a
neighboring peer, virtual circuits are maintained
until joining peer switches to another TV
channel. With virtual circuits established, each
packet is sent without handshakes per-packet
between peers. We describe the banding
mechanism PDM start in this section and the
mechanism of adaptive PDM to manage peer
departure and performance degradation in
Section II-C.

The loss rate of the description will be high. On
the other hand, if descriptions have low coding
rates, the number of descriptions and
accordingly the coding cost will be high.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We represent a peer as a packet buffer, called
the MDC, powered by incoming substreams of
the PDM constructed as described in local media
player if one is running.
As the packets of each sub - streams arrive at the
peer, they are stored in the MDC for reassembly
to reconstruct the full stream.
Portions of streams which have been
reconstructed are then read to the user. In
addition to providing a wound area, the MDC
also allows a peer of absorbing part of the
variability of the available network bandwidth
and network delay.
We use todays leave a peer recover from
transient network congestion. A peer sends a
request for retransmission, when the distance
between the pointer and the pointer
compensation input has reached a threshold R of
packet slots, which extends generally multiple
segments.

4.2. STREAM MANAGEMENT
4.3. ADAPTIVE PDM
4.1. PEER DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

4.2. STREAM MANAGEMENT
We represent a pair as a packet buffer, called
BIO powered incoming sub-stream of the PDM
constructed as described in section II-A. 1 BIO
drains to (1) a local media player if one is
running, (2) a local file if recording is supported,
and (3) optionally other peers. Fig. FIG 2 shows
an application of drive Zattoo established virtual
circuits with four peer. As packets arrive each
substream to peers, they are stored in the IOB
for reassembly to reconstruct the full stream.
Portions of streams which have been
reconstructed are then read to the user. In
addition to providing a wound area, the IOB a
pair also allows to absorb some variability in the
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available bandwidth of the network and the
network Ndelay.
4.3. ADAPTIVE PDM
While we rely on packet retransmission to
recover from transient congestion, we have two
transmission capacity adjustment mechanisms
for long-term management of bandwidth
fluctuations. The first mechanism permits a
transfer station to adjust the number of substreams, it will arrive at given its current
available bandwidth, while the second lets the
receiving peer to switch provider at the substream level.

Fig: Class diagram

5. SYSTEM DESIGN

Sequence diagram
System Architecture

Fig: Use Case Diagram

Activity Diagram
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7. CONCLUSION
We presented a receiver based on engine
multiplexing peer-division to provide live
content streamed over a peer - to -peer . The
same engine can be used to build in a network
repeater hybrid transparent delivery P2P/CDN
uploading network nodes . We use todays leave
a pair recover from transient network congestion
. A peer sends a request for retransmission ,
when the distance between the pointer and the
repair of the input pointer has reached a
threshold input R of packet slots , which extends
generally multiple segments . A retransmission
request comprises a mask pack R - bits , each bit
representing a packet and the packet sequence
number corresponding to the first bit . Marked
bits in the mask indicates that packets matching
packets must be retransmitted . By analyzing
large amount of collected on the network during
one of the biggest event of data visualization
using the screen in Europe , we have shown that
the resulting network can scale to a large
number of users can enjoy good and available
peer bandwidth uplink.
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